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Buddy Knox - Lovey Dovey
Misc Unsigned Bands

Lovey Dovey:Buddy Knox.
On the charts in 1960.

INTRO:
Bb
Bop-bop a choo de bopa..

Bop-bop a choo de bopa..

Bop-bop a choo de bopa..

#1.
Bb
Well, you re the cutest thing that I did ever see.

I really love your peaches won t you come with me?
      Eb                         Bb
Lovey dovey, lovey dovey all the time.
            F                             Bb
Yeah, lovey dovey, can t get you outta my mind.

#2.
Bb
Well, everytime you kiss me you just thrill me so.

Never, never, never, never, let me go.
      Eb                        Bb
Whoa, baby, lovey dovey all the time.
            F                               Bb
Yeah, lovey dovey, I can t get you outta my mind.

CHORUS:
            Eb
Oh, well, I sigh with a feelin  when you re near me..
    Bb
I m high as the ceilin ..oh baby, hear me..
          C
cause I m sayin  that I love you..placed not above you..
        F
Give me love, pretty Mama..I can t wait..

#3.
           Bb
because my love is comin  down, and I 

feel the mood.



For you, my darlin  I would break my Mama s rule.
      Eb                         Bb
Lovey dovey, lovey dovey all the time.
            F                             Bb
Yeah, lovey dovey, can t get you outta my mind.

Bb
Bop-bop a choo de bopa..

Bop-bop a choo de bopa..

Bop-bop a choo de bopa..

CHORUS:
    Eb
The kiss that I m stealin , has got me fallin ..
   Bb
My head is rockin , my heart is rollin ..
      C
Baby, never leave me, please don t deceive me..
        F
Give me love, pretty Mama..I can t wait..

#4.
           Bb
because my love is comin  down, and I 

feel the mood.

For you, my darlin  I would break my Mama s rule.
      Eb                         Bb
Lovey dovey, lovey dovey all the time.
            F                             Bb
Yeah, lovey dovey, can t get you outta my mind.

A sixties smash from Kraziekhat.
 


